Common Chord Symbols

Here are the common chord symbols used to label chords:

- $\Delta = \text{ Maj 7th}$
- $\circ = \text{ Dim}$
- $\varnothing = \text{ Half Dim}$

- 7 by itself indicates that the minor 7th interval is added to the triad.
- $+ = \text{ Aug}$
- $- = \text{ Min}$

- $\text{ Maj triad w/maj7th}$
- $\text{ Dim triad w/min7th}$
- $\text{ Half Dim triad w/half dim7th}$

- $\text{ Maj 7th}$
- $\text{ Dim 7th}$
- $\text{ Half Dim 7th}$

- $\text{ Maj 6th}$
- $\text{ Dim 6th}$

- $\text{ 7sus}$
- $\text{ 7aug}$

- $\text{ Maj triad w/maj6th}$
- $\text{ Dim triad w/dim6th}$
- $\text{ Suspended 4th triad w/min7th}$
- $\text{ Aug triad w/min7th}$

- $\text{ Maj 7th}$
- $\text{ Dim 7th}$
- $\text{ Half Dim 7th}$

- $\text{ Maj 6th}$
- $\text{ Dim 6th}$

- $\text{ 7sus}$
- $\text{ 7aug}$

- $\text{ Maj triad w/maj6th}$
- $\text{ Dim triad w/maj6th}$
- $\text{ Suspended 4th triad w/min7th}$
- $\text{ Aug triad w/min7th}$